Here You Go, Folks.
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DENVER AIRPORT MURAL PAINTED IN 1994
Here You Go, Folks.

Still need "proof" that Covid 19 is a long-planned and deliberate action using our doctors as involuntarily conscripted Uniformed Officers (Federal Title 37) to perform False Flags and Acts of War?

Anyone who thinks about the Half-Life of Uranium knows that no atomic bombs were ever dropped on Hiroshima or Nagasaki, Japan. Just more Bushwah. More Lies. Looking at that Whopper and looking at this, what do you believe?

A. Our military brass has lost its mind and gone utterly rogue and corrupt.
B. Our Federal Subcontractors are nothing but rabid dogs.
C. The Pope really is the Antichrist.
D. All the above.

Explain to me how this was done in 1994 and placed in the Hell Gate known as Denver Airport, and nobody knew poop galore?

Tear off the masks and shove them where the sun don't shine.

If Protesters can break down statues and ruin public buildings and shoot little kids, it's time we showed the whole world the good sense of cockroaches and tore off the masks and nationalized the Arab-owned media promoting this crap.
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